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Women beware women - Charles Wentworth Dilke 1816
Sweet Temptation - Wendy Higgins 2015-09-08
This swoonworthy, romantic companion novel to Wendy Higgins's New York Times bestselling Sweet Evil
series is told from irresistible bad-boy Kaidan's point of view. Readers will love getting inside Kaidan's
head, especially fans of the Divergent series by Veronica Roth, the Selection series by Kiera Cass, and
Walking Disaster by Jamie McGuire. When bad-boy drummer Kaidan Rowe encounters good girl Anna
Whitt, the girl chosen to vanquish the demons from earth, he can't stop thinking about her. The Nephilim
son of the Duke of Lust, Kaidan tries to help Anna embrace a life of sin, but she gradually helps him see that
he's meant to do more with his life. Their relationship is as tortured as it is passionate, for Nephilim are
forbidden to fall in love. But as hard as they may try to obey, Kai can't seem to stay away from Anna, nor
Anna from Kai. Full of chemistry and high-stakes drama, this companion book is darker, hotter, and
completely satisfying.
Sweet Evil - Wendy Higgins 2012-05-01
Fans of Cassandra Clare's Mortal Instruments series will be drawn to Wendy Higgins's sexy, thrilling Sweet
Evil series. What if there were teens whose lives literally depended on being bad influences? This is the
reality for sons and daughters of fallen angels. Tenderhearted Southern girl Anna Whitt was born with the
sixth sense to see and feel emotions of other people. She's aware of a struggle within herself, an
inexplicable pull toward danger, but Anna, the ultimate good girl, has always had the advantage of her
angel side to balance the darkness within. It isn't until she turns sixteen and meets the alluring Kaidan
Rowe that she discovers her terrifying heritage and her willpower is put to the test. He's the boy your
daddy warned you about. If only someone had warned Anna. Forced to face her destiny, will Anna embrace
her halo or her horns?
The Sweet Pea Book - Graham Rice 2015-02-05
The sweet pea is one of the most popular and evocative of summer flowers, loved for its unsurpassed
fragrance, range of colours and ease of cultivation. Authoritative and inspiring, The Sweet Pea Book covers:
History of sweet peas; Classification; Descriptions of all available varieties; Raising sweet peas; Growing
and breeding sweet peas; Problems with sweet peas (peasts and diseases); Fragrance; Sweet peas in the
garden; Sweet peas in the house (cut flowers); Exhibiting sweet peas; Sweet peas in the United States;
Sweet peas in Australia; Illustrated in colour throughout by studio plates, plant portraits and plant
association pictures by the author and the award-winning American garden photographer Judy White.
The Dramatic Works of John Webster - John Webster 1857
The First Easter Bunny - Frrich Lewandowski 1999-02
A rabbit witnesses the death and resurrection of Jesus and becomes the first Easter bunny.
The Great Hunt - Wendy Higgins 2016-03-08
Wendy Higgins, the author of the New York Times bestselling Sweet Evil series, reimagines a classic
Brothers Grimm fairy tale with The Great Hunt, a dramatic, romance-filled fantasy with rugged hunters,
romantic tension, and a princess willing to risk all to save her kingdom. When a monstrous beast attacks in
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Eurona, desperate measures must be taken. The king sends a proclamation to the best and bravest hunters:
whoever kills the creature will win the hand of his daughter Princess Aerity as a reward. The princess
recognizes her duty but cannot bear the idea of marrying a stranger—she was meant to marry for
love—until a brooding local hunter, Paxton Seabolt, catches her attention. And while there’s no denying the
fiery chemistry between them, Princess Aerity feels that Paxton’s mysteriousness is foreboding, maybe even
dangerous. Paxton is not the marrying type. Nor does he care much for spoiled royals and their arcane
laws. He is determined to keep his focus on the task at hand—ridding the kingdom of the beast—but the
princess continues to surprise him, and the secrets he’s buried begin to surface against his wishes.
The Dramatic Works of John Webster: The devil's law case. Appius and Virginia. Monuments of
honor. A monumental column. Odes - John Webster 1897
Reckoning - J. B. Turner 2018-08-02
A sister kidnapped. A journalist in danger. A killer out for revenge. After taking out a covert facility run by
the Commission, a deep-state syndicate, Nathan Stone has made powerful enemies. He's a black-ops asset-and he's gone rogue. But the organization wants payback. Kidnapping Stone's sister from a Florida
psychiatric hospital, the Commission have their asset exactly where they want him. They instruct him to
neutralize journalist Mark Mahoney, to whom Stone had previously leaked documents about the
Commission and their deadly conspiracy. Now, Nathan Stone has a choice: neutralize Mahoney and kill the
story for good, or lose the only family he has left. Stone knows that these men will stop at nothing to get
what they want. Killing Mahoney is just the beginning. And when Stone learns the identity of their final
target, he knows he has to stop the Commission once and for all--no matter the cost.
When the Reckoning Comes - LaTanya McQueen 2021-08-03
A haunting novel about a black woman who returns to her hometown for a plantation wedding and the
horror that ensues as she reconnects with the blood-soaked history of the land and the best friends she left
behind. More than a decade ago, Mira fled her small, segregated hometown in the south to forget. With
every mile she traveled, she distanced herself from her past: from her best friend Celine, mocked by their
town as the only white girl with black friends; from her old neighborhood; from the eerie Woodsman
plantation rumored to be haunted by the spirits of slaves; from the terrifying memory of a ghost she saw
that terrible day when a dare-gone-wrong almost got Jesse—the boy she secretly loved—arrested for
murder. But now Mira is back in Kipsen to attend Celine’s wedding at the plantation, which has been
transformed into a lush vacation resort. Mira hopes to reconnect with her friends, and especially, Jesse, to
finally tell him the truth about her feelings and the events of that devastating long-ago day. But for all its
fancy renovations, the Woodsman remains a monument to its oppressive racist history. The bar serves
antebellum drinks, entertainment includes horrifying reenactments, and the service staff is nearly all black.
Yet the darkest elements of the plantation’s past have been carefully erased—rumors that slaves were
tortured mercilessly and that ghosts roam the lands, seeking vengeance on the descendants of those who
tormented them, which includes most of the wedding guests. As the weekend unfolds, Mira, Jesse, and
Celine are forced to acknowledge their history together, and to save themselves from what is to come.
Unknown - Wendy Higgins 2016-08-08
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In this first installment of NY Times bestselling author, Wendy Higgins's debut New Adult series, a
frighteningly realistic apocalyptic America is brought to life, entwined with searing romantic tension that
will leave you eager for more. *** Amber Tate believes the worst thing she'll suffer in life is dealing with the
unrequited love she feels for her brother's best friend, Rylen Fite. She also believes war is something
unfortunate that happens places far, far away from her rural Nevada town. She's wrong on both counts.
When an unknown organization meticulously bombs major cities in the United States and across the globe,
a trickle-down effect spreads to remaining towns at an alarming speed-everything from food and water
sources to technology and communications are compromised. Without leadership, the nation is split
between paralysis and panic, but Amber isn't one to hide or watch helplessly. She's determined to put her
nursing skills to use, despite the danger, even if it means working alongside the man she can never have.
Reckoning for the Dead - Jordan Dane 2011-09-27
The official story is that Garrett Wheeler, the Sentinels’ chief, is dead—killed in a covert op gone horribly
wrong. But Alexa Marlowe—his ex-lover and most trusted agent—isn’t buying it. Overnight, a new leader
has mysteriously assumed control of the elite vigilante organization, a man Alexa Marlowe can’t afford to
trust. In search of Garrett and the truth, she goes off the grid, following a deadly trail that leads behind the
fortress walls of a murderous drug cartel boss. Alone, Alexa has no one to watch her back, not even her new
partner, Jessie. Ex-bounty hunter Jessie Beckett has troubles of her own. Her world is turned upside down
when her DNA turns up as evidence in a gruesome murder committed when Jessie was only a child, before
her life was shattered by an infamous killer. Solving a very cold case may hold the key to who she really is
or kill the only memory she has of a woman she believes is her mother. For Alexa and Jessie, the dead
demand a reckoning.
Long Time Coming - Michael Eric Dyson 2020-12-01
AN INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER This edition includes illustrations by Everett Dyson From the New
York Times bestselling author of Tears We Cannot Stop, a passionate call to America to finally reckon with
race and start the journey to redemption. “Powerfully illuminating, heart-wrenching, and enlightening.” Ibram X. Kendi, bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist “Crushingly powerful, Long Time Coming is
an unfiltered Marlboro of black pain.” -Isabel Wilkerson, bestselling author of Caste "Formidable,
compelling...has much to offer on our nation’s crucial need for racial reckoning and the way forward." Bryan Stevenson, author of Just Mercy The night of May 25, 2020 changed America. George Floyd, a 46year-old Black man, was killed during an arrest in Minneapolis when a white cop suffocated him. The video
of that night’s events went viral, sparking the largest protests in the nation’s history and the sort of social
unrest we have not seen since the sixties. While Floyd’s death was certainly the catalyst, (heightened by the
fact that it occurred during a pandemic whose victims were disproportionately of color) it was in truth the
fuse that lit an ever-filling powder keg. Long Time Coming grapples with the cultural and social forces that
have shaped our nation in the brutal crucible of race. In five beautifully argued chapters—each addressed
to a black martyr from Breonna Taylor to Rev. Clementa Pinckney—Dyson traces the genealogy of antiblackness from the slave ship to the street corner where Floyd lost his life—and where America gained its
will to confront the ugly truth of systemic racism. Ending with a poignant plea for hope, Dyson’s exciting
new book points the way to social redemption. Long Time Coming is a necessary guide to help America
finally reckon with race.
The Sweetness of Water (Oprah's Book Club) - Nathan Harris 2021-06-15
An Instant New York Times bestseller / An Oprah’s Book Club Pick In the spirit of The Known World and
The Underground Railroad, an award-winning “miraculous debut” (Washington Post) about the unlikely
bond between two freedmen who are brothers and the Georgia farmer whose alliance will alter their lives,
and his, forever In the waning days of the Civil War, brothers Prentiss and Landry—freed by the
Emancipation Proclamation—seek refuge on the homestead of George Walker and his wife, Isabelle. The
Walkers, wracked by the loss of their only son to the war, hire the brothers to work their farm, hoping
through an unexpected friendship to stanch their grief. Prentiss and Landry, meanwhile, plan to save
money for the journey north and a chance to reunite with their mother, who was sold away when they were
boys. Parallel to their story runs a forbidden romance between two Confederate soldiers. The young men,
recently returned from the war to the town of Old Ox, hold their trysts in the woods. But when their secret
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is discovered, the resulting chaos, including a murder, unleashes convulsive repercussions on the entire
community. In the aftermath of so much turmoil, it is Isabelle who emerges as an unlikely leader, proffering
a healing vision for the land and for the newly free citizens of Old Ox. With candor and sympathy, debut
novelist Nathan Harris creates an unforgettable cast of characters, depicting Georgia in the violent crucible
of Reconstruction. Equal parts beauty and terror, as gripping as it is moving, The Sweetness of Water is an
epic whose grandeur locates humanity and love amid the most harrowing circumstances. One of President
Obama's Favorite Books of 2021 Winner of the Ernest J. Gaines Award for Literary Excellence Winner of the
Willie Morris Award for Southern Fiction Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize Shortlisted for the Dylan
Thomas Prize Shortlisted for the VCU Cabell First Novelist Award Longlisted for the 2022 Carnegie Medal
for Excellence Longlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize Longlisted for the Crook’s Corner
Book Prize A Best Book of the Year: Oprah Daily, NPR, Washington Post, Time, Boston Globe, Smithsonian,
Chicago Public Library, BookBrowse, and the Oregonian A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice A
July 2021 Indie Next Pick
Flirting with Maybe - Wendy Higgins 2013-03-05
Sweet Evil author Wendy Higgins captivates with this fresh romance filled with alluring chemistry and
coming-of-age tension. This 96-page novella of unrequited love between sophomore Ryan "The Kid"
McPhearson, who makes the varsity baseball team and finds himself immersed in the life of upperclassmen,
and the untouchable senior Brooke Bennet is rife with emotion. Maybe to the outside world a two-year age
difference doesn't matter, but this is high school. Everything matters. Higgins's deeply felt characters are
tested with romantic highs and lows that are powerful, poignant, and keep us wanting more. Includes a hot
teaser chapter from Sweet Peril, the second book in Higgins's paranormal Sweet Evil series. Epic Reads
Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Sean's Reckoning - Sherryl Woods 2002
Sean's Reckoning by Sherryl Woods released on Sep 24, 2002 is available now for purchase.
The Black Reckoning - John Stephens 2016-04-12
The final book in the bestselling Books of Beginning trilogy that began with The Emerald Atlas, which the
New York Times called “a new Narnia for the tween set.” The adventures of siblings Kate, Michael, and
Emma come to a stunning conclusion when they must find the last Book of Beginning—the Book of
Death—before the Dire Magnus does, for when all three books are united, their combined power will be
unstoppable. Soon Emma is on a journey to places both worldly and otherworldly, confronting terrifying
monsters and ghosts, and what is darkest within herself. As the fabric of time begins to fray, she becomes
the final piece of an extraordinary puzzle. Only if she can master the powers of this most dangerous book
will she, Kate, and Michael be able to save the world from the dramatic, deadly final confrontation between
magical and ordinary people that the Dire Magnus has in store.
The Reckoning - Kelley Armstrong 2011-06-14
Only two weeks ago, life was all too predictable. But that was before I saw my first ghost. Now along with
my supernatural friends Tori, Derek, and Simon, I'm on the run from the Edison Group, which genetically
altered us as part of their sinister experiment. We're hiding in a safe house that might not be as safe as it
seems. We'll be gone soon anyway, back to rescue those we'd left behind and take out the Edison Group . . .
or so we hope.
The Reckoning - S. L. Scott 2015-04-05
Jack Dalton was smooth. Johnny Outlaw was magnetic. Two sides of the same man. Holliday Hughes chose
to take a chance on romance, but never expected to fall head over heels for a rock star. He was charismatic
and confident, sexy and completely irresistible. The second he laid eyes on Holliday he knew he wanted to
get to know her better... under the covers. With her intoxicating mix of strength and vulnerability,
confidence and sex appeal, his heart never stood a chance. Together, their love was a storm of chaos and
calm. When their fame became a force to be reckoned with, could their love hold them together or would
their notoriety tear them apart? "This isn't how our melody goes. This isn't how we were supposed to play
out."
The Great Pursuit - Wendy Higgins 2017-03-07
In The Great Pursuit, the dramatic sequel to the New York Times bestselling The Great Hunt, Wendy
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Higgins delivers another thrilling fantasy filled with dangerous enemies, political intrigue, searing romance,
and a princess who is willing to do everything to protect her kingdom. One hunt has ended, but the pursuit
for love and justice continues. The kingdom of Lochlanach has traded the great beast that once terrorized
the realm of Eurona for something far more dangerous: the ire of powerful Lashed woman Rosaria Rocato.
Rosaria demands that Eurona overturn the laws prohibiting magic, or an innocent will be killed each day.
Despite the king’s resistance, Princess Aerity believes they must make peace with the Lashed, and though
she’s accepted a betrothal to the man who took down the beast, she cannot help thinking about Paxton, the
Lashed man who stole her heart and disappeared. Aerity soon discovers that Paxton has joined Rosaria’s
army in the war against her family. Though her feelings for him are still strong, her duty to her kingdom
and her family is stronger—especially when her parents are kidnapped and she has to step up to the throne
and once again put aside what’s best for her in order to do what’s best for her people. Paxton and Princess
Aerity must fight to see what is more powerful: their love or the impending war between the magical
Lashed and the non-magic humans.
Old Plays - Charles Wentworth Dilke 1816
Love and Trouble - Claire Dederer 2017
From the New York Times best-selling author of Poser: My Life in Twenty-Three Yoga Poses, a ferocious,
sexy, hilarious memoir about going off the rails at midlife and trying to reconcile the girl she was with the
woman she has become. Claire Dederer is a happily married mother of two, ages nine and twelve, when she
suddenly finds herself totally despondent and, simultaneously, suffering through a kind of erotic
reawakening. This exuberant memoir shifts between her present experience as a middle-aged mom in the
grip of mysterious new hungers and herself as a teenager--when she last experienced life with such
heightened sensitivity and longing. From her hilarious chapter titles ("How to Have Sex with Your Husband
of Seventeen Years") to her subjects--from the boyfriend she dumped at fourteen the moment she learned
how to give herself an orgasm, to the girls who ruled her elite private school ("when I left Oberlin I thought
I had done with them forever, but it turned out ...they also edited all the newspapers and magazines, and
wrote all the books"), to raising a teenage daughter herself--Dederer writes with an electrifying blend of
wry wit and raw honesty. She exposes herself utterly, and in doing so captures something universal about
the experience of being a woman, a daughter, a wife.
More Than Desire You - Shayla Black 2022-11-01
Enjoy this spicy contemporary romance full of family drama from New York Times bestselling author Shayla
Black I seduced her for revenge…but I won’t let up until she’s mine I’m Xavian Costa—financial master,
maverick, and manwhore. Since my dad ran out before I was born and my best friend slept with the woman
I intended to marry, I don’t get close to people. But Parker, who poached my ex, is now a bestselling author
with a movie deal, and he’s modeled his villain after me to ruin my reputation. I want revenge. Then his
innocent little sister, all grown up, traipses into my office. To save her burgeoning business, she needs a
fake fiancé. Since she’s the sexiest brunette I’ve ever seen, I’m happy to help—for a price. We begin our
whirlwind “engagement,” and I get to know Corinne, not as the gawky teenager I remember, but as a
beautiful woman.. She’s sweet, sassy, and smart as hell. I admire her kindness. I relate to her ambition. And
I love the way she moans when I take her to bed. Soon, I’m falling and questioning my plans to use her to
destroy Parker. But when our sham blows up in my face, I’ll have to prove to Corinne that I feel more than
desire for her until she says yes for real. **More Than Desire You is part of the Reed Family Reckoning
Contemporary Romance series, but every book can be read as a standalone. A HOT, romantic story with
strong language, sexy times, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happily ever after!**
Dead Reckoning - Charlaine Harris 2012
After witnessing the firebombing of the bar where she works, clairvoyant Sookie Stackhouse has her
attention diverted when she realizes her vampire lover, Eric Northman, and his "child," Pam, are plotting to
kill the vampire who is now their master.
Sweet Devilry - Yi-Mei Tsiang 2011
Yi-Mei Tsiang's debut collection of poetry, Sweet Devilry, explores the tenderness of loss that informs
motherhood as well as the power and the conflict that come with being a woman. Both celebration and
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elegy, these poems find their centre in familial love. Lyric and traditional, though attuned to the visual and
the experimental, Sweet Devilry also has a whimsical, and sometimes biting, sense of humour. Tsiang's
smart, imaginative, and emotionally resonant work offers a keen and woman-centred perspective on the
stories we tell ourselves about love, personal and societal struggle, and the inevitability of death.
Sweet Reckoning - Wendy Higgins 2014-04-29
Fans of Cassandra Clare's Mortal Instruments series will be drawn to Wendy Higgins's sexy, thrilling Sweet
Evil series. In Sweet Reckoning, the time has come for Anna, daughter of a guardian angel and a fallen one,
to accept her fate as the chosen one. She is destined to rid the earth of demons once and for all. But as
Anna and her Nephilim allies prepare for the evil brewing, the powerful Dukes use Anna's love for bad boy
Kaidan Rowe against her, and her strength is put to the ultimate test. How far will the two of them go to
keep each other alive? Will love conquer all in the final battle between good and evil?
Sweet Temptation - Maya Banks 2012-12-31
FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE BREATHLESS TRILOGY MAYA BANKS He was
a by-the-book cop who broke the rules in the bedroom... Micah Hudson has painful secrets he's run hard
from. He has new friends, a new life, but he's about to be confronted with the one person who reminds him
of all he's tried to forget--Angelina, the sister of his oldest friend David. She knows everything about his
past, including how he and David fell in love with the same woman, and how they decided the best way to
prevent her from tearing them apart was to share her between them. But then a terrible accident left Micah
alone... She was willing to do anything to make him see the woman she'd become... Micah lost the two
people who meant the most in the world to him. Angelina lost her only family. And she kept her deepest
secret close to her heart. Her love for Micah. No longer willing to wait, she decides it's time to go after him
and bring him to his knees. She knows his secrets, his desires, his kinks and fetishes, and she'll use
whatever it takes to reel him in. Behind the easygoing, loves women exterior lies a man with dark needs
and passions. She can give him what he wants. But will he decide she's what he needs?
The Last Slave Ship - Ben Raines 2022-01-25
The incredible true story of the last ship to carry enslaved people to America, the remarkable town its
survivors founded after emancipation, and the complicated legacy their descendants carry with them to this
day—by the journalist who discovered the ship’s remains. Fifty years after the Atlantic slave trade was
outlawed, the Clotilda became the last ship in history to bring enslaved Africans to the United States. The
ship was scuttled and burned on arrival to hide evidence of the crime, allowing the wealthy perpetrators to
escape prosecution. Despite numerous efforts to find the sunken wreck, Clotilda remained hidden for the
next 160 years. But in 2019, journalist Ben Raines made international news when he successfully concluded
his obsessive quest through the swamps of Alabama to uncover one of our nation’s most important
historical artifacts. Traveling from Alabama to the ancient African kingdom of Dahomey in modern-day
Benin, Raines recounts the ship’s perilous journey, the story of its rediscovery, and its complex legacy.
Against all odds, Africatown, the Alabama community founded by the captives of the Clotilda, prospered in
the Jim Crow South. Zora Neale Hurston visited in 1927 to interview Cudjo Lewis, telling the story of his
enslavement in the New York Times bestseller Barracoon. And yet the haunting memory of bondage has
been passed on through generations. Clotilda is a ghost haunting three communities—the descendants of
those transported into slavery, the descendants of their fellow Africans who sold them, and the descendants
of their American enslavers. This connection binds these groups together to this day. At the turn of the
century, descendants of the captain who financed the Clotilda’s journey lived nearby—where, as significant
players in the local real estate market, they disenfranchised and impoverished residents of Africatown.
From these parallel stories emerges a profound depiction of America as it struggles to grapple with the
traumatic past of slavery and the ways in which racial oppression continue to this day. And yet, at its heart,
The Last Slave Ship remains optimistic—an epic tale of one community’s triumphs over great adversity and
a celebration of the power of human curiosity to uncover the truth about our past and heal its wounds.
The Works of John Webster - John Webster 1830
Women beware women; Trick to catch the old one, by T. Middleton. A new wonder, a woman never vext, by
W. Rowley. Appius and Virginia, by J. Webster - Charles Wentworth Dilke 1815
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Sweet and Low - Nick White 2018-06-05
NAMED ONE OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF SUMMER 2018 BY O Magazine, Entertainment
Weekly, New York Post, The Millions, Southern Living, POPSUGAR, The Wall Street Journal, Chicago
Review of Books Praised by the Washington Post as "Tennessee Williams . . . transposed to the twenty-firstcentury South," Nick White returns with a stunning short-story collection that tackles issues of masculinity,
identity, and place, with a sharp eye for social commentary and a singular handling of character. At first
glance, the stories in Sweet and Low seem grounded in the everyday: they paint pictures of idyllic Southern
landscapes, characters fulfilling their roles as students, wives, boyfriends, sons. But they are not what they
seem. In these stories, Nick White deconstructs the core qualities of Southern fiction, exposing deeply
flawed and fascinating characters--promiscuous academics, aging podcasters, woodpecker assassins, and
lawnmower enthusiasts, among others--all on wildly compelling quests. From finding an elusive bear to
locating a prized timepiece to making love on the grave of an iconic writer, each story is a thrilling
adventure with unexpected turns. White's honest and provocative prose will jolt readers awake with its
urgency.
Men at Sea - Riff Reb's 2019-04-15
"Men at Sea is an opus of eight spectacularly drawn dark, poetic stories adapted by Riff Reb’s. This
collection offers: “A Smile of Fortune,” from Joseph Conrad “The Sea Horses” and “The Shamraken
Homeward Bound,” from William Hope Hodgson “The Galley Slaves” and “The Far South,” from Pierre Mac
Orlan “A Descent into the Maelstrom,” from Edgar Allan Poe “The Three Customs Officers,” from Marcel
Schwob “The Shipwreck,” from Robert Louis Stevenson These eight tales, themselves interspersed by seven
double-page spreads dedicated to extracts from illustrated classics, deliver a rich, poetic, and masterfully
crafted work of life and death on the sea. "
Sweet Evil 3-Book Collection - Wendy Higgins 2014-06-03
Embrace the forbidden with the Sweet Evil trilogy—Sweet Evil, Sweet Peril, and Sweet Reckoning—from
bestselling author Wendy Higgins. What if there were teens whose lives literally depended on being bad
influences? This is the reality for sons and daughters of fallen angels. Tenderhearted Southern girl Anna
Whitt was born with the sixth sense to see and feel emotions of other people. She's aware of a struggle
within herself, an inexplicable pull toward danger, but it isn't until she turns sixteen and meets the alluring
Kaidan Rowe that she discovers her terrifying heritage and her willpower is put to the test. He's the boy
your daddy warned you about. If only someone had warned Anna. Forced to face her destiny, will Anna
embrace her halo or her horns? "Suspense, steamy romance, an appealing contemporary teen protagonist,
and a lively cast"* make this a must-read series. *Booklist
Old Plays - C. W. Dilke 1816
Sweet Reckoning - Wendy Higgins 2014-04-29
Fans of Cassandra Clare's Mortal Instruments series will be drawn to Wendy Higgins's sexy, thrilling Sweet
Evil series. In Sweet Reckoning, the time has come for Anna, daughter of a guardian angel and a fallen one,
to accept her fate as the chosen one. She is destined to rid the earth of demons once and for all. But as
Anna and her Nephilim allies prepare for the evil brewing, the powerful Dukes use Anna's love for bad boy
Kaidan Rowe against her, and her strength is put to the ultimate test. How far will the two of them go to
keep each other alive? Will love conquer all in the final battle between good and evil?
Sweet Peril - Wendy Higgins 2013-04-30
Fans of Cassandra Clare's Mortal Instruments series will be drawn to Wendy Higgins's sexy, thrilling Sweet
Evil series. Sweet Peril focuses on the battle between light and dark, good and evil, within Anna Whitt, the
child of a guardian angel mother and a demon father. Anna promised herself she'd never do the work of her
father—polluting souls. She'd been naive to make such a claim. Haunted by demon whisperers, Anna does
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whatever she can to survive, even if it means earning an unwanted reputation as her school's party girl.
And all the while there's gorgeous bad-boy Kaidan Rowe, the son of the Duke of Lust, plaguing her heart
and mind. Anna discovers it is her fate to banish demons from the earth, and save the other Nephilim from
their dark destiny. Until then, Anna and Kaidan must put aside the issues between them, overcome the
steamiest of temptations yet, and face the ultimate question: is loving someone worth risking their life?
My Sweet Girl - Amanda Jayatissa 2021-09-14
WINNER OF THE ITW THRILLER AWARD FOR BEST FIRST NOVEL “My Sweet Girl pushes the boundaries
of what a thriller can do.”—The Washington Post “Fiendish [and] full of twists…. Sri Lankan author Amanda
Jayatissa keeps us guessing and worrying until the very end.” —The New York Times “A thriller centered on
the meaning of identity and all the layers it can have.”—NPR Paloma thought her perfect life would begin
once she was adopted and made it to America, but she’s about to find out that no matter how far you run,
your past always catches up to you… Ever since she was adopted from a Sri Lankan orphanage, Paloma has
had the best of everything—schools, money, and parents so perfect that she fears she'll never live up to
them. Now at thirty years old and recently cut off from her parents’ funds, she decides to sublet the second
bedroom of her overpriced San Francisco apartment to Arun, who recently moved from India. Paloma has
to admit, it feels good helping someone find their way in America—that is until Arun discovers Paloma's
darkest secret, one that could jeopardize her own fragile place in this country. Before Paloma can pay Arun
off, she finds him face down in a pool of blood. She flees the apartment but by the time the police arrive,
there's no body—and no evidence that Arun ever even existed in the first place. Paloma is terrified this is all
somehow tangled up in the desperate actions she took to escape Sri Lanka so many years ago. Did Paloma’s
secret die with Arun or is she now in greater danger than ever before?
The Reckoning - Sharon Kay Penman 1992
Five years after the slaying of Simon de Montfort has assured the throne for Henry III, Llewelyn ap
Gruffydd--Simon's friend and ally--awaits the chaos he is certain will erupt in the land
Kiss Collector - Wendy Higgins 2018-12-18
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Sweet Evil series comes a sizzling new YA romance
perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Kasie West, just in time for Valentine’s Day. Seventeen-year-old Zae
Monroe is over relationships. Between getting cheated on by the only guy she’s ever loved and watching
her parents' marriage crumble, she decides to turn the tables and go after what she wants, and what she
wants are kisses. Athletes, musicians, poets, bad boys—their lips are all on her agenda, and it's time to
collect. Zae proposes a contest with her friends to see who can kiss the most boys during spring break. But
what starts as a harmless competition leads to a downward spiral of drama. Zae is forced to face the
reasons behind her boy angst and starts to wonder if she was wrong about the male race...or at least some
of them. Bestselling author Wendy Higgins delivers a searing YA romance filled with endless flirting,
heartthrob boys, and of course, lots of kisses! "Kiss Collector is addictive! I stayed up all night to finish this
one!" —Katie McGarry, author of Say You'll Remember Me
Love on the Sweet Side - Mariah Ankenman 2016-05-11
Maggie Evans is back in Peak Town, Colorado to take over her grandmother’s cupcake shop, but problems
keep arising. Is it rotten luck…or something more nefarious? To top it off, her former best friend/childhood
crush, Colton Denning, won’t leave her alone. He’s sexier than ever. But Maggie has no time for love. When
his best friend comes back into town all grown up, Colton finds his feelings for her go far beyond
friendship. Unfortunately, the pretty baker only sees him as the town playboy. He plans to convince her
otherwise, but may not get the chance when someone starts threatening Maggie's life. Whether she likes it
or not, Colton plans to take her safety into his own hands. How will Maggie keep her shop afloat with a
madman after her? More importantly, how will she keep her heart intact when Colton admits her safety
isn’t the only thing he wants in his hands?
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